TELEHANDLERS / PLANT HIRE / BLOCK SOLUTIONS

T: 01952 586721
www.msmhire.co.uk

TEMPORARY & PERMANENT BLOCK SOLUTIONS

Site Security
Traveller prevention
MSM Hire Ltd is based in Telford, Shropshire, and has been hiring and
purchasing a vast variety of concrete blocks for a number of years.
We have an experienced team available to deliver, erect and place all of our
products. Difficult to reach sites and rough terrain are not a problem, just
inform a team member when ordering and we will find the right solution to
suit your requirements.

JERSEY BARRIERS

Traffic management, flood defence,
site security, etc.
Self install using forklift truck
TEMPORARY VERTICAL
CONCRETE BARRIERS

Traffic management, flood defence
Security from terrorist attacks
Bases for security fencing

LEGATO BLOCKS

Durability, strength and availability
Easily reconfigured by client
24 hr delivery
DUO INTERLOCKING
BLOCKS

Speed of construction
Easy to install, reconfigure and relocate
Blocks can be dry laid on any firm
surface

Flood defence
Traffic management
Silage pits
Waste bays
KENTLEDGE BLOCKS

Act as ballast or counterweights
Fencing, hoarding, scaffolding etc
Greater stability
MARQUEE BLOCKS

Act as ballast or counterweights
Fencing, hoarding, scaffolding etc
Various sizes

CRASH RATED HERAS FENCING SYSTEM

Working alongside our concrete blocks, we also stock Heras fence panels.
These measure 3.5m wide x 2.0m tall, and weigh 16kg. It’s a flexible system,
providing security around your entire site, or just entrance and exits. The
concrete barriers used within the system are crash rated to 70mph.
Heras fencing can have net hoarding attached for reduced dust and debris in
working areas, so ideal for road closures, railways, shopping centres and high risk
pedestrian area’s.
Unique to MSM, we recommend you utilise our anti-tamper brackets.
These fit between the fence grid, and bolts directly onto the concrete blocks, for
added security and protection.
We offer a full service including delivery and installation.
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TELEHANDLERS & EXCAVATORS

ATTACHMENTS
FORKLIFT HOOK FRAME

From 4m to 18m our telehandlers

From 0.8 to 21T our excavators

Lift capacity: 3500kg
Fits on standard forks

TELEHANDLERS

EXCAVATORS

TELEHANDLER BUCKETS

4m Reach Telescopic Handler
6m Reach Telescopic Handler
7m Reach Telescopic Handler
9m Reach Telescopic Handler
10m Reach Telescopic Handler
12m Reach Telescopic Handler
14m Reach Telescopic Handler
17m Reach Telescopic Handler
18m Reach Telescopic Handler

Micro Excavator
1.5T Tracked Mini Excavator
3T Tracked Mini Excavator
5T Tracked Mini Excavator
8T Tracked Mini Excavator
13T Tracked Excavator
13T Tracked Excavator - Rubber Tracks
14T Zero Tail Swing Tracked Excavator
21T Tracked Excavator

1 cube
1.2 cube

ACCESSORIES

HYDRAULIC BREAKERS

Tipping Skip
Rehandling Bucket
Sweeper Attachment
Fork Extensions
Lifting Hook
Brick/Block Grab Attachment
Roof Truss Handler
Extendable Jib Attachment

1.5T Hydraulic Breaker
3T Hydraulic Breaker
5T Hydraulic Breaker
8T Hydraulic Breaker
13T Hydraulic Breaker
21T Hydraulic Breaker

Prices on application
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TIPPING SKIPS
Forward tipping
1 ton capacity

TINE EXTENSIONS

from 2 to 3 meters

www.msmhire.co.uk

DUMPERS & ROLLERS

DUMPERS
1T 4x4 Discharge Dumper
3T 4x4 Forward Tip Dumper
6T 4x4 Forward Tip Dumper
9T 4x4 Forward Tip Dumper
3T 4x4 Power Swivel Skip Dumper
6T 4x4 Power Swivel Skip Dumper
9T 4x4 Power Swivel Skip Dumper

Prices on application

ROLLERS

80cm Tandem Vibrating Roller
120cm Tandem Vibrating Roller
135cm Tandem Vibrating Roller
13T Roller (Smooth Drum)
13T Roller (Padfoot)

MOBILE WELFARE CABIN HIRE

Canteen Space 12 & 14

CANTEEN SPACE 12
The perfect welfare
solution
The twin axle design makes it easy
to transport and meets all of the
HSE welfare on-site standards
Power is provided by the
integrated silenced 7KVA diesel
generator which supplies two
electrical specifications, Eco+ and
Hybrid.
Canteen
Bench seating to accommodate
twelve people with 1200 litres
dedicated under seat storage.
Three tables, 2kw ceiling mounted
heater, microwave forearm sink
with hot-wash, towel and soap
dispensers, window with security
shutter.
Toilet
Recirculating chemical toilet,
sink with hot-wash, high-security
skylight, PIR LED light.

7 people
Comfortably seating up to 7 people
Fixed table
Bench seating with back rests
Clean and waste water containers with
25ltr capacity
Stainless steel forearm sink with
hot-wash over
Cabin on/off isolation switch for ease of
operation
Low level plinth heater
CO alarm
Consumer unit with RCD and MCB
protection
Worktop area for food preparation
Microwave and kettle as standard

CANTEEN SPACE 14
9 people
Comfortably seating up to 9 people
Extra large table with storage underneath
500 litres of under seat storage
Stainless steel forearm sink with hot-wash
towel and soap dispenser
Bench seating with back rests
Clean and waste water containers with
25ltr capacity
Drinking water container with 25ltr
capacity
Individual 40ltr personal storage
compartments
Cabin on/off isolation switch for ease
of operation
Low level plinth heater
CO alarm
Consumer unit with RCD and MCB
protection

Generator / drying room
Diesel generator with 2000 hour
service intervals, tubular heater,
coat hooks.
Prices on application

Canteen Space 16 & 18

CANTEEN SPACE 16
12 people
Comfortably seating up to 12 people
800 litres of under seat storage
Microwave and kettle as standard
Stainless steel forearm sink with
hot-wash towel and soap dispenser
Two tables to allow maximum
manoeuvrability inside the cabin
Clean and waste water containers
with 25ltr capacity
Drinking water container with 25ltr
capacity
Cabin on/off isolation switch for ease
of operation
Low level plinth heater
CO alarm
Consumer unit with RCD and MCB
protection

CANTEEN SPACE 18
15 people
Comfortably seating up to 15 people
800 litres of under seat storage
Microwave and kettle as standard
Stainless steel forearm sink with
hot-wash towel and soap dispenser
Two tables to allow maximum
manoeuvrability inside the cabin
Clean and waste water containers with
25ltr capacity
Drinking water container with 25ltr
capacity
Cabin on/off isolation switch for ease of
operation
Low level plinth heater
CO alarm
Consumer unit with RCD and MCB
protection

Canteen Space 24
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CANTEEN SPACE 24
20 people
Meet the large capacity welfare
requirements of the construction industry.
Be compact, robust and easy to maintain
and service.
Meet different site requriements and those
of the HSE.
Chip Guard coating to all cabins prior
to painting.
Bespoke paint finish on all orders.
Ram Guards supplied with all cabins,
to allow safe working practices.
Comfortably seating up to 20 people
1200 litres of under seat storage
Microwave and kettle as standard
Stainless steel forearm sink with hot-wash
towel and soap dispenser
Three tables to allow maximum
manoeuvrability inside the cabin
Clean and waste water containers with
25ltr capacity
Drinking water container with 25ltr
capacity
Cabin on/off isolation switch for ease
of operation
Low level plinth heater
CO alarm
Consumer unit with RCD and MCB
protection
www.msmhire.co.uk

DELIVERY, COLLECTION & ASSISTANCE THROUGHOUT THE UK

Our dedicated sales team will help to select the right cost effective solution
for you. We will be with you every step of the way from the initial quotation
through the installation and throughout your hire.
Following an increased demand in safety and security solutions, we
established MSM Hire Ltd and now have an experienced, dedicated team
for all temporary and permanent block solutions.
MSM Hire operates 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
Customer relations are at the forefront in everything that we do, which is
why so many customers keep coming back to us. We strive to supply our
customers with the best locally sourced products whilst ensuring that the
costs stay low.
We also have a fleet of telehandlers, ranging from compact 5 metre to the
more robust 17 metre, skid steers and rough terrain fork lift trucks.

